
WSF-KEG-SERIES

�
�Fully programmable cycles
�Single and Multiple heads 

�Fully automatic complete keg lines

Compact dimensions
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WASHING STERILIZING AND  FILLING MACHINE FOR BEER KEGS 

MULTIPLE HEADS AUTOMATIC LINE

Models from 15 to 80 kegs/hour



e-mail: info@framax.com  - website: www.framax.com
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STANDARD WORKING CYCLE (returnable kegs):

- Expulsion of residuals in the keg using air
- Prewash with mains water
- Expulsion of water with air
- Washing with basic solution in recirculation
- Expulsion with recovery of the basic solution with sterile air
- Rinse with mains water
- Washing with acid solution in recirculation
- Expulsion with recovery of the acid solution with sterile air
- Rinse with mains water
- Expulsion using steam
- Steam sterilization
- Stop
- Exhaust gas condensate
- Pressurization
- Filling
- Recovery of remains
- The machine is equipped with predisposition for the insertion of a dummy keg 
for washing and sterilization of the head and all parts in contact with the 
product.

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Washing sterilizing and  filling machine for BEER kegs 20/25/30/50 liters 
capacity,  including:

- Frame made entirely of stainless steel
- Hydraulic circuit
- Pneumatic circuit
- Electric Circuit
- Tank containing alkaline detergent solution
- Tank containing acid cleaning solution

- The machine is equipped with the possibility of choosing one of the following 
cycles: 

1) COMPLETE WASHING AND FILLING CYCLE
2) WASHING CYCLE ONLY
3) FILLING CYCLE ONLY

Cycle times are adjustable according to individual needs. 
The machine is available in single head semiautomatic version for a 
production rate of 20/25 Kegs/hour of 25 lt. or twin head for higher output of 
30 to 40 kegs/hour (production capacity varies depending on product, 
temperature and container capacity). 
Multiple-head fully automatic lines available for higher speed requirements, 
including auxiliary equipment for full automation, custom built according to 
customer requirements).
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WASHING STERILIZING AND  FILLING MACHINE FOR BEER KEGS

ONE WAY KEG FILLING SOLUTIONS:

TWIN HEAD AUTOMATIC MODEL SINGLE HEAD SEMIAUTOMATIC

Keykeg

Polykeg

Ecodraft


